
Rocks & minerals 
 

Students will learn about minerals and rocks 
as a resource for humans and for ecosystems 

through two activities: identifying minerals 
and different rock types while hiking to 
Shining Rock; and a group discussion 

focused on questions of conservation and 
human needs related to geologic resources in 

North Carolina.  
 
LESSON LENGTH: 

• 2 hours (45 minutes before hike, 15 
minutes during hike/at top, 1 hour 
peer edit) 

GOALS: 
• Students will understand the 

definitions for a rock vs. a mineral, 
and that minerals make up different 
types of rocks.  

• Students will identify minerals 
(quartz, feldspar, muscovite (mica), 
biotite (dark mica), and garnet—
bonus: sillimanite, graphite, iron 
sulfide, chlorite—not included in this 
lesson)  

• Understand how these minerals have 
unique properties which give them 
some value to ecosystems and 
humans. 

• Students will understand that there is 
benefit to humans in extracting 
minerals and rocks as resources but 
also that these same minerals and 
rocks have value within ecosystems. 

OBJECTIVES: 
Students will be able to:  

• Identify quartz, feldspar, muscovite 
(mica), and garnet 

• Be able to locate/confirm which 
rock type they are standing on 
(based on the geologic map).   

• Discuss values of minerals and rocks 
to humans and to the ecosystem.  

 
 

GALS would like to specifically acknowledge Juliet Ryan-Davis 
for her contributions to this lesson plan. 
 
national, state, local standards 

• ESS2: Earth’s Systems, help students formulate an 
answer to the question: “How and why is Earth 
constantly changing?”  

• ESS3: Earth and Human Activity, help students 
formulate an answer to the question: “How do Earth’s 
surface processes and human activities affect each 
other?”  
 

STUDENT  TAKEAWAYS  FROM  LESSON:  
• Essential question / theme 

o Theme: Minerals and rocks as a resource.  
o Question: What values do minerals have for 

humans, and what value do they have for 
ecosystems? Can we figure out a balance that 
provides both humans and ecosystems with what 
they need to be sustainably healthy? 

• Key concepts and vocabulary (define them here) 
o Rock and rock type: A solid portion of the Earth 

is made up of many constituent minerals; 
different rock types have different proportions of 
minerals and thus different chemical 
compositions! 

o Mineral: naturally-occurring, inorganic chemical 
compound with a regular crystal structure. The 
“building blocks” of rocks. 

o Element: An atom of a primary constituent of 
matter that is chemically distinct from the others 
and can’t be broken down into simpler 
substances but is made up of protons, neutrons, 
and electrons. The number of protons in its 
nucleus (atomic number) defines which element 
it is. 

o Ion: An atom of any element that has either 
extra or too few electrons so that its charge is not 
neutral—the protons in its nucleus are positive, 
so to be charge balanced, it needs the same 
number of negative electrons as protons. 

o Weathering: slow breakdown of rock at the 
Earth’s surface due to climatic and biological 
processes. Can be physical—mechanical 
breakdown (e.g. by changes in temperature), 
chemical—by chemical reaction with air, water, 
and dissolved acids, and biological—breakdown 
by the action of bacteria, plants, fungi, and 
animals. 
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o Resource: materials or substances such as minerals, forests, water, and fertile land that occur in 
nature and can be used for economic gain. 

o Conservation: a careful preservation, protection, or restoration of something, especially a natural 
resource to prevent exploitation, destruction, or neglect. 

o Sustainable: Able to be maintained at a certain rate or level, e.g. using a resource so that the 
resource is not depleted or permanently damaged. 

ASSESSMENTS: 
• Formative  

o Identifying each mineral (quartz, feldspar, muscovite (mica), and garnet).  
o Discussion after identifying the minerals about their importance to humans and to ecosystems, with 

questions about conservation.  
o Journaling/peer edit. 

o Summative  
o Locate and confirm which rock type students are standing in at various points in the hike, 

including marking (roughly) the contact between two rock units (where they have crossed from one 
to another on the geologic map). 

Diversity (reaching students of all levels/abilities): 
• Kinesthetic by hiking, checking mineral hardness 
• Visual learning in identifying minerals and their color streak 
• Writing down responses of students  

Materials  &  Equipment: 
• Hand lens 
• Display rocks (pegmatite, garnet mica schist, gneiss) 
• Geologic map of Shining Rock Wilderness—whole map and inset without text: 

https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/Prodesc/proddesc_6916.htm  
• 1 penny for each person 
• Pocket knife blade 
• Ceramic tile streak plate 
• White board and dry erase markers 

LOCATION: 
• Hike to Shining Rock. Will do first portion of lesson at campground, last on shining rock. 

RISK  MANAGEMENT  &  SAFETY  CONCERNS: 
• Hiking has inherent safety concerns—make sure to have the 10 essentials. 
• Shining Rock is steep! Upon arriving, teach students how to spot. There are 1-2 short scrambles that will 

require an instructor at the top to lend a hand. 

BAD  WEATHER  ALTERNATIVE: 
• Just identify minerals in your example rocks? Still have discussions? Journaling activity

Pre-Lesson   preparation: 
• Trace out hiking route on geologic map.  



	

lesson: 
 
ENGAGE  (pre-hike) 

• Students have had some exposure to geology previously with geologic hike. Recall some of the key parts of 
this discussion to start the hike 

• Pull out the geologic map. Have students look at it, and ask them what they think they’re looking at. 
o In this inquiry-based process, it is okay for students to feel discomfort starting out because they 

might not know what they’re looking at, but encourage them to slowly discover.  
o They’ll begin to notice (or prompt them) that it is (1) a map, (2) shows the geology of Shining Rock 

Wilderness, (3) maps out different rock types.  
• Ask: “What is a mineral? Do you know of any types?” “What’s the difference between and mineral and a 

rock?” 
o Rock and rock type: A solid portion of the Earth made up of many constituent minerals; different 

rock types have different proportions of minerals, and thus different chemical compositions! 
o Mineral: naturally-occurring, inorganic chemical compound with a regular crystal structure. The 

“building blocks” of rocks. 
• Instructor can then ask: How do you think you can tell different rock types apart? (e.g., quartz vs mica) 
• There are different minerals in each rock; if any students know quartz or mica (2 common minerals) this 

may help.  
• Now instructors can begin to guide students in pointing out where they are starting on the hike, where their 

route will take them, and where Shining Rock is on the geologic map. Which rock types will we see today? 
o Have students guess/list which rock types they will see and what minerals are in each—this 

information is in the geologic map—most likely (minerals are in increasing order of abundance 
within each rock, least to most):  

§ Rock: Pegmatite (dot on the map); minerals: feldspar-quartz-muscovite-biotite.	The 
minerals in this rock will be very coarse-grained, or big in size 

§ Rock: Quartz vein (black squiggle on the map); minerals: all quartz. Coarse grained. 
§ Rock: Garnet-mica schist (gms on the map); minerals: garnet-mica-quartz-feldspar, fine to 

medium grained. 
§ Rock: Mica gneiss (mg on the map); minerals: biotite-quartz-feldspar, fine-grained, or small 

in size. 
§ (possibly Migmatite, m on the map: thin layers and lenses of pegmatite with mica gneiss.) 

o Write the rock names (Pegmatite, Quartz vein, Garnet-mica schist, and Mica gneiss) on the 
whiteboard. 

o Note that these rock types are all metamorphic rocks formed under intense heat and pressure—for 
example, schist gets its name from its schistosity, or shininess, that results from the mica minerals, 
muscovite, and biotite forming at high temperatures and under pressure scrunching into wavy flaky 
shiny rocks; the banding pattern in gneiss is a rearrangement of minerals that distinguishes and 
defines this rock type and only happens at the highest grades of metamorphism! The pegmatites, 



	

and migmatite, which you may or may not come across, take the metamorphism even one step 
further, melting little pods and blobs between layers of minerals!! That’s a lot of heat and pressure! 

o Even the quartz veins of Shining Rock itself were dissolved quartz (or silica, SiO2) in hot fluids deep in 
Earth’s crust that precipitated quartz along fractures/cracks in the rock. This possibly occurred after 
the highest temperature/pressure metamorphism that formed the other rock types was over, when 
the rock was slowly being exhumed (lifted up) to the surface by erosion of everything above it.  

o You’re hiking through what was once the edge of a continent before Pangaea. It has had many small 
islands and even other continents collide into it during plate tectonic collisions that built mountains 
like today’s Himalaya mountain range, where Mount Everest is. These rocks in Shining Rock 
Wilderness would be the deep roots of the mountain ranges way underground; we can’t yet see 
rocks like these in the Himalayas because they have not eroded to expose that depth yet there. 
The Himalaya are actively forming still and are much younger than the Appalachian Mountains of 
North America. 

o Also, write a list of minerals, in order of hardness: muscovite (mica; softest), biotite (dark mica), 
feldspar, quartz, garnet (hardest).  

§ Show examples of these minerals (can purchase example rocks, or try to find some from 
along the trail; mineral photos are below as a resource). 

o Talk about how they have different properties—can students identify some? Color, luster 
(shininess), form/habit (shape), hardness, and chemical composition. We can see with the unaided 
eye: color, luster and form; and we can easily test the hardness by scratching each mineral on 
different common things or on each other! So, we should pretty easily be able to identify the 
minerals as we walk! The chemical composition can be tested in a lab by geologists, but we won’t 
need to. 

o Minerals: 
§ Muscovite and biotite: thin, flaky, sheet-like minerals that are layered into “books.” 

Muscovite is shiny and white/light colored; biotite is dark brown or black and also shiny. 
They are the softest, with a hardness less than 3.5 on a Hardness scale of 1 to 10—where 
Talc, which makes talcum powder, is a 1, and Diamond is a 10—called Mohs Scale of 
Mineral Hardness. Your fingernail has a hardness of 2.5, and a penny has a hardness of 3—
so if these minerals can’t scratch a penny, or can’t scratch your fingernail, you know they 
are probably one of the micas. Biotite will make a flaky white or gray streak on the streak 
plate. 

§ Feldspar: white, milky/opaque, can be shiny and have a flat plane of cleavage where it 
breaks. It is often boxy/rectangular and has a vitreous (glass-like) to porcelain-like luster. It 
has a hardness of about 6, which is harder than glass or a steel nail or your pocket knife 
(5.5), but softer than a streak plate (which is 6.5)—so it should scratch the glass, nail, or 
pocket knife but should not scratch the streak plate; instead, it will make a white streak. 

§ Quartz: gray, clear, or milky white, glass-like “vitreous” luster, breaks in a conchoidal 
fracture like a piece of glass would, could form six-sided crystals but often is 
irregular/blobby) has a hardness of 7, so it should scratch the streak plate and everything 
else softer… 



	

§ Garnet : red/pink, (can be yellow, purple, green too! But probably not in this region), glass-
like “vitreous” shiny luster, could form six to twelve-sided crystals (they could be squished 
and look like little eye-shapes) and range from 0.5-5mm in these rocks. It has a hardness of 
6.5 to 7.5, so it could also scratch the streak plate and everything softer, but, fortunately, it’s 
easily identified by its red color, so you may not need to test its hardness! 

§ Other minerals that you might see, and will probably be very small, are graphite, which is 
very soft (hardness of 1-2) and makes a black streak, and is shiny; iron sulfide (includes 
pyrite, or fool’s gold!), which has a hardness of 6-6.5, and makes a black or greenish-black 
streak; chlorite, which is a green mica with a hardness of 2-2.5 and a green-gray streak; 
sillimanite, which is a yellowish fine-grained blade-shaped, glassy looking mineral that has a 
hardness of 6.5-7.5, and is very hard to identify if you have not before. 

o It would be useful for students to write down these minerals, in order of hardness, and some of 
their properties so that they can easily identify them later. They may list the main rock types 
(Garnet-mica schist, Mica gneiss, Pegmatite, Quartz vein) and the minerals in them for easy 
identification too, but the geologic map will act as a resource for them to check whatever rocks they 
find. 

o Discuss: any ideas what these minerals might be used for by humans? 
o Muscovite (mica) used to be used as window glass, but now, along with biotite, is mined as “scrap 

mica” or flake mica for many industrial uses in electronics (e.g. capacitors in radios) and insulation, 
and has been mined in North Carolina 

o Feldspar is used in making glass and ceramics. North Carolina is the US’s leading feldspar 
producer; it is mined from pegmatites, the major rock resource in the Shining Rock Wilderness—
check out the geologic map and notice all the black dots, which represent pegmatites! 

§ Quartz is often used as quartz sand for industrial uses in cement and rubber, used as a filler 
in paint, used in roofing, and used for the railroad and mining industries. Gem-quality 
crystals are collected by gem collectors, and can be used in very specific applications, like 
watches. They have been mined in North Carolina. 

§ Garnet is used in sandpaper, other abrasives, and water filters. Gem-quality specimens are 
collected by mineral collectors. North Carolina isn’t known for its garnet as a mineral 
resource. 

o Students are ready to tell the different rocks apart during the hike, based on their mineralogy, so 
that they can figure out where they are on the map! 

Explore (Hike) 
 

• While hiking, start by looking for the first rock outcrop you can find (preferably not quartz) —this is NOT 
just a boulder but a rock that looks like it is part of the mountain itself. It might be off trail... Have the 
students identify which rock type you are starting in and where it is on the map. The best place to find 
bedrock outcrops might be stream beds. Mark where you start. 

• Tell students: As you hike, keep your eyes out for a change in rock type. When you notice a new rock 
type, shout it out! We’ll mark this change on the map: somewhere between the two rock types, we could 
draw a line, called the contact, between two rock units. We might not see the two types up next to each 
other but at least could guess where it might be between where we see one and then the other. On the 



	

geologic map, geologists have traced the contacts that they could find as best as they could based upon 
what rocks were exposed, so if you can’t figure it out, check the map and see if you think you agree… 

• You may or may not see pegmatites along the trail. There should be one (it’s a dot on the geologic map) 
just before you turn up the last switchback trail to Shining Rock itself from the Art Loeb trail. They could 
be just a few meters in size and look like a vein or sort of meters-wide stripe, in the other rock. 

• When you get up to Shining Rock, take in the glory of the amazing quartz vein! (and the view…) 
• You can recall the previous discussions about geologic time—and how this view looks across hills made up 

of the highly-metamorphosed (squished under high temperature and pressure) rocks that you’ve been 
walking through, which were formed deep under the surface of the earth more than half a million years 
ago and have been exhumed (where everything that once was above them erodes away, so they are lifted 
up to the surface) much more recently, over the last quarter of a million years or so. 

• Perhaps discuss ecology that you can see? Forests? What kind of soil/substrate were you walking on as you 
hiked? How do you think the rock types you’ve seen control this—and what is growing in the quartz vein of 
shining rock? 

Explain (Top  of  hike) 
• How might the different minerals (and thus different rocks) contribute to the ecology that you can see? 

You’ve already identified which rock types have which minerals in them, based on the geologic map… so, 
let’s dig into understanding what these minerals do! 

• Now, take out the white board and list the minerals again. You don’t need to memorize or really 
understand the details of these chemical compositions, which are written to reflect the crystal structures; 
the main takeaway is, what might weathering of these minerals during soil formation provide to an 
ecosystem? 

• Quick discussion on weathering: there are three types—chemical, where air and water can react with rocks 
to dissolve or oxidize them, breaking down their minerals so that they can either form new ones, like clay, 
or become dissolved ions in water; biological, where plants/fungi/bacteria or even animals break down 
minerals and break apart rocks into smaller pieces—lichen, which you see a lot of, even uses elements 
from the minerals in its cellular processes, and contributes a lot to weathering of rocks; physical, where 
wind, ice, or changing temperature (or us walking!) breaks the rocks and minerals into smaller and smaller 
chunks, which can allow more chemical/biological weathering to occur. 

• Next to each mineral, write its chemical composition: 
o Muscovite = KAl2Si3AlO10(OH,F)2 à notice K, Al, and OH—the OH, hydroxyl, is basically a water 

molecule broken and fit into the crystal structure. The mineral is flaky, because a lot of the bonds 
are Van der Waals, weak, bonds between positive ions of Al+3 and K+ and sheets of repeating crystal 
structure that is overall negatively charged. These water-rich minerals can fit even more water into 
their crystal structure, to become clay minerals, which are very important to formation of soils. 

o Biotite = K(Mg, Fe)3AlSi3O10(OH,F)2 à similar to muscovite, with Mg+2 and Fe+2 as well—important 
elements for plants! 

o Feldspar = KAlSi3O8—NaAlSi3O8—CaAl2Si2O8 à These are similar to micas and also weather into 
clays but are more resistant to weathering. 



	

o Quartz = SiO2 àSi is important for plants, but quartz is resistant to weathering… it is often the 
mineral you see as beach sand—it just breaks apart into smaller and smaller pieces. But, sand is 
important in creating well-drained soils. If soils were only clay, water would just pool everywhere. 

o Garnet = (Fe, Mg, Mn)3Al2(SiO4)3 (there are other kinds, but this is the common kind in the region 
where you are hiking) à These minerals form during intense metamorphism of clay and sediment, 
to high temperatures and pressures, so geologists can tell that a rock reached a high grade of 
metamorphism when garnet is present. However, like quartz, they are resistant to weathering, and 
are dense, heavy minerals—they get concentrated by wave and current action into heavy sand 
deposits (e.g. between ripples at the beach) or are mixed in with quartz sand, too. 

• Discuss why we care about minerals, and thus rock types.  
o What value could these minerals provide to the ecosystem? What value could they provide to 

humans? Why would humans want to know where different rock types occur and what minerals 
are within those rocks? 

§ Examples: Minerals provide elements that become bioavailable and are important in 
different ways to organisms—K is necessary for our neurons to fire, and magnesium acts as 
a cofactor (‘on’ switch of sorts) for tons of enzymes in our cells! Minerals also provide sand, 
clay, and other weathering/erosion products important for soil formation. 

§ Ecologists and pedologists (soil scientists) might like to know what parent materials, rocks, 
and minerals are available to form soils to know what types of ecosystems could thrive in 
that particular soil type as it intersects with the regional and local climate, elevation, 
slope/aspect, etc 

§ Humans who want mineral resources for their particular industry will want to know where 
they can access them most easily, or in large quantities, or (hopefully!) at the lowest risk to 
the environment. 

Extend/Elaborate 
 

• Introduce the concepts of conservation and sustainability.  
o What are some problems that might arise from unlimited extraction of mineral resources? 

§ Real problem examples include mine waste resulting in acidification of water supplies from 
the natural rock weathering at faster rates into the local watersheds, contamination from 
other byproducts, and the presence of big machines etc. in an ecosystem. These rocks here 
in the Shining Rock Wilderness have iron sulfide minerals, too, which are what can 
dissolve in rain water and contaminate water supplies…so, what would happen if you smash 
up a bunch of this rock to extract muscovite mica? More of these tiny iron sulfides would 
be exposed to rain and air, which increases their weathering rate and could increase 
acidification in the watershed. 

o What would happen if humans never extract resources? 
§ The ecosystems would (probably) thrive, but humans would not have access to a lot of 

technology that we are accustomed to (cell phones, watches, radios, glass and ceramics, 
sand paper!) 

o What about Wilderness with a capital W, like you are hiking through? Think about this landscape 
and its intersecting geology and ecology as a resource for humans in terms of protecting it in its 



	

“wild” state—this was one of the first components of the National Wilderness Preservation System 
created in September 1964—why would humans want to designate certain areas as Wilderness, not 
to be touched by motorized equipment or used for resource extraction? What is Wilderness as a 
resource?  

• Have students read the Stegner Letter (or read it out loud) 
o What do we each think about this? Take 10-20 minutes to journal: have each student write about 

their thoughts or opinions on the resources that they saw in the Shining Rock Wilderness. 
• Share one of the gems from your journal to the group! Have each student, voluntarily, offer to share one 

of their thoughts to the group, if they want to. Create a safe space, saying that these thoughts are complex 
and that there is not one right answer—there are a lot of different laws, opinions, and ways that humans 
have tried to find balance in thinking about earth’s resources! 

• Later, give them Leopold’s Odyssey to read an reflect on. This can be an evening prompt for journaling. 

Evaluate 
• Check out your map and whether you found contacts between the rock types. 
• Self-evaluation: did students find each mineral? Which ones were harder to figure out?  
• Journal entries—check for writing clarity and grammar/punctuation. Could do a quick peer edit session… 

Writing is SO important in science! 

Reference Materials/Resources 
• Mineral photos, examples below/Rock specimens 
• To purchase rock specimens:  

o Pegmatite sample: https://www.schoolspecialty.com/scott-resources-pegmatite-pack-of-10-
586303?gclid=EAIaIQobChMImd646Zfl2gIVyuDICh2njAhkEAkYASABEgJ-OPD_BwE 

o Gneiss: https://www.schoolspecialty.com/scott-resources-gneiss-pack-of-10-
586402?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIpsDRy5jl2gIVWODICh0lFwfYEAkYASABEgJ-7vD_BwE 

o Garnet mica schist: https://www.schoolspecialty.com/scott-resources-schist-with-garnets-pack-of-10-
1008709?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI8f7wi5jl2gIViIvICh0g9ggAEAkYBiABEgLyvvD_BwE 

o Tips for those who have never tested minerals’ hardness: https://geology.com/minerals/mohs-
hardness-scale.shtml  

o Geologic map of Shining Rock Wilderness: https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/Prodesc/proddesc_6916.htm  
o Purchase ceramic tiles: https://www.schoolspecialty.com/scott-resources-streak-plates-white-pack-of-

12-
575439?gclid=Cj0KCQjw2pXXBRD5ARIsAIYoEbfJUPLI_PbbkfkZGwo6YNYPMwQeNsgg9Q
NJWIaowFAFJ0Ksll7DCkoaAu1wEALw_wcB  

o Geologic map: https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/Prodesc/proddesc_6916.htm  

  



	

 
Muscovite (light mica): 

  
 
Biotite (dark mica): 

 



	

Feldspar: 

 
Garnet: 

 
Quartz: 

  



	

 
Pegmatite in granite wall: 
 

 
 


